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Audio visual  
equipment protection

300 cubic metre  
office area

Defending loading  
bay shutters  

Motorcycle  
showroom protection

Retail burglary  
protection

Live jewellers attack 
CCTV footage

Shop frontage defence   Golf shop protection

SEE BANDIT IN ACTION!

The world’s most powerful

Burglary and Robbery
deterrent system
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Speed
Fog Bandit is the fastest security fogging system 
on the market.

› Delivers 28 cubic metres per second
›  Intruders are rapidly stopped from entering a 

premises and targeting assets thereby minimising 
damage to premises

For Live CCTV Footage   visit our website www.bandituk.co.uk

Credible Deterrent 24/7
Criminals do not like Fog Bandit and 
the Warning Sticker communicates a 
strong deterrent message.

The rapid fog deployment of one  
Fog Bandit will neutralise the  
threats of both

› Day time robbery
› Night time burglary

Fog Bandit  
Key Clients include
› G4S  › Loomis  › Bank Machine  › HSBC   
› H&T Pawnbrokers  › J D Wetherspoons   
› Dixon Group  › Jessops  › Co-op  › Shell  › Esso   
› Post Office  › Hermes  › VIA MAT International

Approvals
›  EN 50131-8 compliant as certified by CNPP.  

Approval No. 2004-0001
› Bandit is an ISO 9001 certificated company
› Complies with European CE and EMC Standards
›  Complies with International Standard: IEC 839-1-3
›  Complies with the Danish Standard of the F & P: 

Class1, AIA212, F & P registration No. 10.212-00418

Density
Fog Bandit is the fastest and highest density 
security fogging system on the market.

› 25 centimetre vision impairment
›  What can’t be seen can’t be stolen
›  High density fog lasts longer and it far more effective
›  Fog is completely harmless and safe to use in  

any environment

Reliability
Fog Bandit has a proven record of working correctly when needed most.

›  Outstanding reliability from solid state electronics and robust,  
high quality casing and components

› Continuous self-diagnostics reports status changes immediately 
›  Very low maintenance and running costs (the clean filled and  

hermetically sealed fluid cartridge has a 4 year no-maintenance life span)
› Patented automatic self cleaning after each activation


